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Home RuneScape Help and Advice How to Kill 77 Steel Dragons Home RuneScape Help and Advice How to Kill 77 Steel Dragons from Old School RuneScape Wiki &lt; Metal Dragons For a Guide on the Death of Mithril Dragons, see the Dragon/Mithril Strategies.Bronze, Iron and Steel Metal Dragons can be killed with
all three combat styles. Although players can opt for better settings if maging, Void Mage can also be used for accounts below 70 Defense. However, Ahrim will be better when players have defense level 70 or higher. Suggested skills[edit | edit source] 70+ 70+ 70+ 70+ 75+ 70+ 44+ (Eagle Eye, 45+ Mystic Might, 70+
Piety) Equipment[edit | edit source] This article has a strategy guide here. All information about mechanics and strategy will be on this page. SMW Subobject for NormalMagic Defense Bonuses: 30Immune to Poison: Non-Immune Attack Bonus: 0Magic Damage Bonus: 0 Mind Strength Bonus: 0Stab Defense Bonus: 50th
Defense Level: 215Uses infobox: MonsterNPC ID: 274, 275, 8086Correct defense bonus: 70Anchor version: Normal Level: 1 Attack level: 215 Combat level: 246Is variant of: Dragon SteelImage: Archive: Steel dragon.pngSlayer experience: 220.5Attack style: Slash, DragonfireImmune Slash for Poison: Not ImmuneSize:
4Slash Defense Bonus: 70Hitpoints: 210Range Defense Bonus: 90Slayer category: Steel dragonMagic attack bonus: 0Assigned by: chaeldar, konar, nieve, duradelApe attack: 4Monster attribute: dragon, fieryRange attack bonus: 0Magic level: 100No: dragonStrength steel bonus: 0 Experience bonus: 5 Level of
5Strength: 215Is members only : trueMax hit: 22 (Melee), 50 (Dragonfire)SMW Subobject for Catacombs of KourendMagic defense bonus: 30Immune to venom: Not immuneAttack bonus: 0Magic Damage bonus: 0Ranged Strength bonus : 0Stab defense bonus: 50Defence level: 235Uses infobox: MonsterNPC ID:
7255Crush defense bonus: 70Anchor version: Catknubes Of Kour Level EndRanged: 1 Attack level: 235 Combat level: 274Is variant of: Steel dragonImage: Archive:Archive:Archive:Steel dragon.pngSlayer Experience: 262.5O Attack style: Slash, DragonfireImmune to poison: Not immuneSize: 4S defenselash bonus:
70Hitpoints: 250 defenseRange bonus: 90Slayer category: Steel dragonMagic bonus attack: 0Assigned by: chaeldar, konar, nieve, duradelAttack speed: 4Monster attribute: dragon, fieryRange attack bonus: 0Magic level: 130Name: Steel dragonStrength bonus: 0Experience bonus: 5 Level of 5Strength: 235Is members
only: trueMax hit: 24 (Melee) , 50 (Dragonfire) Steel dragons are powerful dragons found in the Dungeon of Brimhaven and the Catacombs of Kourend. Steel dragons are the strongest metallic dragons rooms, behind mithril, inflexible and rune dragons. They have a chance to drop the drachnic face, which is the of many
steel dragon killers. Like your metal sibling companions, steel dragons can use long-range dragon fire, as well as use melee. The steel dragon possesses greater maximum success and precision accuracy for the iron dragon, although it is much weaker than a mithril dragon. Players can pick up the steel bars that fall for
profit as they fall 5 at a time. However, this is unfeasible because players will need to bank after 4-5 deaths that can hinder death rates. Even with the conclusion of the Karamja Elite Diary, which observes its steel bars in the Brimhaven Dungeon, it is somewhat impractical as they are surrounded by many iron dragons. If
they are fought without complete dragon fire protection, it is recommended to remain in melee range and use Protect from Melee to reduce the amount of dragon fire damage taken. A steel dragon is fought during Dragon Slayer II. Places[edit | edit source] Drops[edit | edit source] The following drop rates are provided by
Jagex unless otherwise specified. The average death of the steel dragon is worth 9,028.36. The average death of the steel dragon during a konar task is worth 10,340.55. 100%[edit | edit source] Pre-roll[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 The drop rate is 1/512 for a specific legging, or 1/256 for any legging. Weapons and
armor[edit | edit source] Rarity Price of Quantity of Items High Alch Rune dart(p)127/12810,8482.520 Rune mace14/128 8,2108.640 Pipa inflexible12/1282.9523.264 Rune knife73/1282,338700 Rune axe12/1 287,2667,680 Rune full helm11/12820,69921,120 Runes and ammunition[edit | edit source] Coins[edit | edit
source] Item Rar High Price Quantity Alch Coins47017/128470470 Coins6505/128[d 1]650650 ↑ Only dropped if Monkey Madness II is not completed. Other[edit | edit source] Rare fall table and gem[edit | edit source] There is a 4/128 chance of scrolling the rare fall table. There is also a 4/128 chance of rolling the table
falling from gemstones. Rarity price of the quantity of the item Alto Alch NothingN/A1/47.02; Never[d 1]N/AN/ACoins3,0001/195.053.0003.000 Loop half of key11/193.61; 1/183.87[d 2]11,87360 Half key tooth11/193.61; 1/183.87[d 2]11.11260 Sapphire without cuts11/110.7; 1/56.22[d 2]41315 Runite
bar11/819.212.4643.000 Nature rune671/1.365.3312.9317.236 Rune 1 2 h espada11/1.365.3337.88338.400 Rune battleaxe11/1.365.3324,62524.960 Uncut Emerald11/221.41; 1/112.43[d 2]67130 Law rune451/2.0485.4006.480 Death rune451/2,0488,775 44.860 Steel arrow1501/2.0482.4001.050 Rune
arrow421/2,0482.18410.080 Inflexible l dart201/2,0481,4001,920 Rune sq shield11/2,04822,59023,040 Dragonstone11/2,2,204811.4676,000 Silver ore (year) 1/2,0483,9004.50Uncut Ruby11/442.81; 1/224.86[d 2]1.24960 Rune kiteshield11/4,09632,09932,640 Dragon med helm11/4.09659,06260,000
Runspeare11/4,056.39; 1/444.52[d 2][d 3]11,89312,480 Shield left half11/8,112.77; 1/889.05[d 2][d 3]65,37666,000 Talisman of nature11/1,180.83; 1/599.64[d 2]6502 Dragon 1/1.185,4[d 2][d 3]37,32637,440 Uncut Diamond11/1,771.24; 1/899.46[d 2]2.568120 Rune dart51/3,542.49; 1/1,798,92[d 2]8301,200 Tertiary[edit |
editing source] Tertiary Catacombs[edit | editing source] The The drops are only accessible while killing the catacombs of the kourend variants. The following drops and rarities only apply to Deadman Mode. ↑ 1.0 1.1 The fall rate is 1/128 for a specific dragon legging, or 1/64 for any dragon leggings. Share For a guide on
the death of Mithril dragons, see Mithril dragon/Strategies.Metal dragons can be killed with all three combat styles. Although players can opt for better settings if maging, Void Mage can be used also for accounts below 70 Defense. However, Ahrim will be better when players have defense level 70 or higher. Suggested
Skills 70+ 70+ 70+ 75+ 70+ 44+ (Eagle's Eye, 45+ Mystic Power, 70+ Piety) Equipment Although Melee is an efficient way to kill them especially with a Zamorakian hasta, which is the best stab gun, use proselytizing armor for prayer or high-level armor, such as The Bandos or Barrows equipment, for defense. The
Zamorakian hasta is the best choice followed by the abyssal dagger, the blade-leaf sword and finally followed by Dragon longsword set in stab. The use of cutting weapons, such as an abyssal whip, is not recommended, as dragons would take longer to kill. Because your Defense is extremely high, the higher the stab
bonus, the faster the kills will be, thus using fewer supplies. Players can choose to go gung-ho with Prayer or pray occasionally with these armor choices. In addition, piety can be used in conjunction with Protect from Melee. The maximum blows of dragons are 12, 20 and 22 for Dragons of Bronze, Iron and Steel,
respectively, so it is wise to stay well above your maximums for a good cushioning. Inventory Notes: Although Melee is an efficient way to kill them especially with a Zamorakian hasta, which is the best stab gun, use proselytizing armor for prayer or high-level armor, such as bands or barrows equipment, for defense. The
Zamorakian hasta is the best choice followed by the abyssal dagger, the blade-leaf sword and finally followed by Dragon longsword set in stab. The use of cutting weapons, such as an abyssal whip, is not recommended, as dragons would take longer to kill. Because your Defense is extremely high, the higher the stab
bonus, the faster the kills will be, thus using fewer supplies. Players can choose to go gung-ho with Prayer or pray occasionally with these armor choices. In addition, piety can be used in conjunction with Protect from Melee. The maximum blows of dragons are 12, 20 and 22 for Dragons of Bronze, Iron and Steel,
respectively, so it is wise to stay well above your maximums for a good cushioning. Inventory Notes: Depending on the spell used, magic can be a make or break. The most economical ways to kill Metal dragons involve using a Trident from the seas/swamp or launching Fire Bolt with Chaos gloves and a team of Wielded
Smoke. The best way to oblique them is by using Trident, as it hits hard and fast, while being semi-economical. Works Works Against all metal dragons, including Mithril dragons and even lava dragons, as they can deliver fast and hard blows especially at high levels. Always keep a distance from various spaces away
from the dragon to avoid its devastating melee attack. All the caster has to do is make sure that your fire-proof is up to the job, and bomb them from a distance. As a great alternative to the listed gear options, the Mage Void Knight gear is also a fair game, especially as the full set increases player accuracy. This will
cause the player's spells to be hit more often. Inventory notes: The ranged can be feasible and very economical if using wide screws, but using Diamond (e) screws can be expensive. Although diamond screws are the best screws to use, they are not worth it, so wide screws should be used instead. As a great alternative
to the listed gear options, the Ranger Void Knight gear is also a fair game, especially as the full set increases player damage, but Armadyl or black dragonhide armor is better. If a special screw is desired, then bring some emerald screws (e) to emit some poison, and change to use the wide ones for the rest of the kill.
Always keep a distance from various spaces away from the dragon to avoid its devastating melee attack. All the archer has to do is make sure his fire man is up to it, and cut away. Inventory notes: Community content is available in CC-BY-SA unless noted otherwise. Noted.
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